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Spikes and Ratcicles keep blocking my attacks. Is there an easier way to jack them? 

 

They block Crash's small punches pretty often, indeed. Your solution? A nice hard kick 

to the body. Fully charge up your triangle attack (or equivalent on other versions) as 

soon as you see the Titan block and then let 'im have it. This will knock them out of 

their block. Chances are, also, that they will start to attack Crash just as soon as the 

kick is about to connect with them, hurting them either way. Combined with later 

combos such as the Triple Dragon and the Board Slam and you should knock these 

Titans down in one, regardless of their blockings. 

 

I can't get the combo king award. Why not? 

 

Some levels require a lot of consecutive combos before you obtain this award for the 

level. Some even go past the 50s region. The best thing to do is locate an area, in the 

level, which has a lot of enemies. When you find such a place (there is always one) 

punch for a brief moment until your combo ends, then quickly spin attack the enemies 

around and then stop again, before Crash becomes dizzy. If Crash becomes dizzy, 

you've spun for much too long and must start over. Then repeat the process. As you 

upgrade the spin attack, the more likely you will be able to achieve Combo King on the 

levels, since you can spin longer and attack the enemies quickly. Eventually you can 

upgrade it to an infinite spin attack, which can be used in a cheap way against enemies 

since you could continue the combo on for a long while before the enemies die. 

Another easy way of obtaining this award is to attack a Titan with the spin attack, 

constantly. The spin attack does barely any damage and when used against a Titan can 

easily rack the combo up to the level you want it. 

 

Sludges are difficult to jack. Any help? 

 

The reason Sludges are difficult to jack are because of their immense range or reach 

with their stretchy arms. Their attacks deal plenty of damage, too, especially their 

irritating uppercut move. Your best bet is to nudge yourself into the arena of combat, 

but literally so that only one notices Crash. Once one spots you, lure it away from the 

others and once away, start hammering away with attacks. Unfortunately the Sludge 

recovers quickly from damage, so after every combo or so you will have to press L1 

and use Aku Aku as a shield in order to block his oncoming attack. This attack will be 

his uppercut attack which the Sludge WILL use frequently after every combo or two. 

Since it deals considerable damage, block it or evade the oncoming attack as best you 

can. Once you've blocked it, deal another combo or two. Eventually you'll jack the 

Sludge and you can face all of the others that will undoubtedly come. Use R1 to turn 

into a sludge pool and slide across the floor. This is great for evading all of their attacks 

at once as you close in. Next you can uppercut with the attack button and knock them 

all back. Spamming this may seem cheap, but it's the easiest way to knock other 

Sludge's down. If lots are in front of you, make sure you use the special attack well - 

the vomit, in order to take down as many as possible. If you stun another Sludge then 

make sure you jack it, regardless of if you are already on one. You will gain full Titan 

health back, a nice amount of mojo from the unjacked Sludge and also the more you 

jack, the closer you get to unlocking the Sludge skin. 
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What do skins do? 

 

A common question, this. Skins are unlocked after jacking a certain number of a 

particular Titan. Once unlocked, you can select to wear it from the episode menu in 

which the Titan first appeared in. Once you wear the skin, you can use it in any level. If 

you encounter, say, a Scorporilla and you are wearing the Scorporilla skin, when you 

attack the Titan it will be stunned in one hit, and yours for the taking. 

 

How do I use the Free Kick I receive at the end of the game? 

 

Lots of people ask this one but the answer is so simple. Press R2. That's the kick. It can 

stun any Titan in one kick if it connects, regardless of how large it is. Happy kicking! 

 

Is there an easier way of beating Uka Uka? 

 

Not really, but by using Crash Mania's boss guide you will be able to become more 

adept at beating this really tough boss. Just remember: use Uka to jack the Battler and 

send some whirlwind his way. 

 

I can't seem to do enough damage to a Titan. Help! 

 

If it's a Goar, or a Shellaphant, or even Scorporilla... that would be why. These Titans 

require you to jack a different Titan that is generally easier to jack, in order to take 

them on. Only with another Titan will you be able to inflict significant damage onto the 

Goar and other tougher Titans. Keep this in mind as you need to for the boss fights. 


